9 HOSTAGES KILLED

Fence Scaled
Sun Rises
On Death

By W. GyBELL HOVEL

MUNICH, Germany (AP)—Adolf Eichmann, the Olym- pia Village and all other events except those in and around the Olympic Village were suspended on Monday until at least 4 p.m. on Tuesday.

A group of terrorists who scaled a fence at the Olympic Village and entered the Olympic Village to release the hostages. The terrorists were reportedly holding the hostages at gunpoint.

The terrorists demanded that their demands be met and that they be allowed to speak to the media. The police and security forces were unable to negotiate with the terrorists, who were reportedly armed with firearms.

The situation escalated quickly, and police forces were called in to assist in the hostage situation. The terrorists were eventually apprehended, and the hostages were released safely.

Airport Shootout
Brings Toll To 16

11 Israel
Athletes
Are Slain

BERLIN (AP)—Arms- bearing terrorists took over the airport and killed 11 Israeli athletes and coaches. The terrorists demanded that the hostages be flown to a neutral country and that the Israeli government release all prisoners held in Israel.

The Israeli government refused to negotiate with the terrorists, and a shootout ensued. The terrorists were eventually killed, but the Israeli government could not retrieve the hostages.

The incident has caused a diplomatic crisis, with many countries expressing concern over the situation. The Israeli government has been criticized for its handling of the crisis, and the terrorists have been described as ruthless and violent.

The incident has raised questions about the security measures in place at the airport and the effectiveness of international cooperation in dealing with such attacks.

Protection Vowed
Nixon Voices
U.S. Outrage

WASHINGTO-N 123 (UPI)—President Nixon on Wednesday warned that the United States would respond to any future acts of terrorism.

The President said that the United States would not tolerate such attacks and that the country would respond with force.

The warning comes after a series of terrorist attacks in the United States, including a shooting at a Jewish community center in New York City.

Nixon said that the United States would not hesitate to act against those who seek to harm American citizens.

The United Nations Security Council has condemned the attacks and has called for international cooperation in dealing with such incidents.

The White House said that the United States was committed to working with international partners to prevent such acts in the future.

Nixon's statement was met with support from many leaders around the world, who praised the President for his strong stance.

The incident has also raised questions about the effectiveness of international organizations in dealing with such attacks.

Dr. Otto Mark, Bosnia's minister of the interior, told reporters early Wednesday that 11 Israeli hostages were killed. (UPI Telegraph)
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Athlete’s Family
Can’t Believe It

COLUMBUS (AP)—The family of boxer Larry Holmes could barely believe the news when they learned that their son had been found dead in a hotel room.

Larry Holmes, 38, was found dead in his hotel room in Columbus on Friday night. The cause of death was not immediately released.

The family said that they were shocked and saddened by the news.

“Larry was a great guy,” said his brother, Michael Holmes. “He was a great athlete and a great person.

The family said that they would hold a private memorial service for Larry in the near future.

Local police said that they were investigating the death as a possible suicide.

The incident has caused grief and concern in the local community.

Networks Stage Own War

WASHINGTON (AP)—A group of networks has staged its own war with CBS, following CBS's decision to broadcast a documentary on the history of the Vietnam War.

The networks said that they were concerned about the potential impact of such a documentary, and that they would broadcast their own documentaries to counter the CBS program.

The networks' documentaries will focus on the history of their own networks, and will feature interviews with former employees and executives.

The networks have also threatened to sue CBS if the company continues to air the documentary.

CBS, for its part, said that it was committed to airing the documentary, and that it would continue to air the program despite the network's protests.

The situation has caused tension between the networks, and has raised questions about the role of television networks in shaping public opinion.

The networks have also expressed concerns about the potential impact of such documentaries on the public's perception of history.

The incident has also raised questions about the role of private networks in shaping public opinion.

Dr. Otto Mark, Bosnia’s minister of the interior, told reporters early Wednesday that 11 Israeli hostages were killed. (UPI Telegraph)
A Garden Christening

BY MAURITUS KALBER

A garden party was held this week to celebrate the Christening of Little onion, the baby of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nunn. The party was held at their home in the garden, where the baby was dressed in a beautiful white dress. The family and friends celebrated the occasion with a cake and punch. The baby was held by her mother, Mrs. Nunn, as the guests mingled and enjoyed the event.

Journal Entries...

Mrs. Zahn To Head Drive

Mrs. Zahn was selected to head the drive for the annual fundraiser. She will work closely with the organizing committee to ensure the success of the event. Mrs. Zahn has a wealth of experience in fundraising and will bring her expertise to the table. The fundraiser will take place in the coming weeks, and Mrs. Zahn will be the driving force behind it.

Social Notes

Ms. and Mrs. Smith, who own Smith's Garden Center, hosted a garden party to celebrate the opening of their new location. The guests enjoyed a variety of garden-themed cocktails and appetizers. The party was a success, and the garden center is expected to attract many visitors in the coming months.

Couples Leave On Wedding Trips

Mr. and Mrs. Schaffer, who got married last month, are leaving on their honeymoon. They will be spending the next few weeks traveling to various destinations around the world. The couple is enjoying their time away from home and looking forward to spending quality time together.

Get set in sweater knits for fall.

999

Sweaters and knit tops are perfect for the fall season. Choose from a variety of styles and colors to add warmth and style to your wardrobe.

Rothschild's Presents...

ON TELEVISION WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 6th

9:00 p.m.

The American Fashion Scene "12" on Channel 4

If you were unable to attend our recent event, "Ladies' Fashion Show," you can still watch the show on television. The "American Fashion Scene" will air at 9:00 p.m. on Wednesday, September 6th, on Channel 4. Join us for an evening of fashion and entertainment.
Rain, Hills, 'I Love Lucy' Doesn't Stay This Cyclist

By Mitchell

In a rain-soaked, construction-splattered world, 'I Love Lucy' doesn't stay this cyclist. The classic sitcom, with its iconic scenes and memorable catchphrases, seems to have lost its charm under the relentless downpour.

"Rain or shine, 'I Love Lucy' is still a timeless classic," says cycling enthusiast John Doe. "But when the weather gets too wet, it's hard to keep up with the pace."

Despite the challenges, the determination of this cyclist is evident. "I love the feeling of freedom that comes with cycling," he says. "It's great for the mind and body."
OPEN TODAY...TOMORROW...10 AM TO 10 PM

LEVITZ IS NUMBER 1*

*THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELLER OF FAMOUS BRAND FURNITURE

WINNERS OF GRAND OPENING PRIZES

GRAND PRIZE
Sofa and Loveseat
$297

SMART MODERN "Match-Mates" in Colorful Plaid Herolson
Expertly designed and upholstered with deep, cushioned seat and back, this set is
attractive, durable and comfortable. Every piece meets the Levitz quality standard.

Why Levitz Prices Are So Low!

Every conceivable economy in material, labor, overhead, and advertising and
without sacrifice in quality or workmanship. Levitz is the world's largest
seller of famous furniture. That's why Levitz is the world's lowest price.

NO NEED TO PAY CASH JUST BECAUSE YOU SAVE MONEY...TAKE ADVANTAGE OF ONE OF OUR CONVENIENT CREDIT PLANS.

OLYMPICS NOW IN DOUBT

Mathis Scores Third-Round KO

11 Israelis Are Slain

State Roads Panel Gives Bid Approval

Giant Warehouse Location

Convenient Budget Terms

An Easy Freeway Drive To Big Savings

OPEN TODAY...TOMORROW...10 AM TO 10 PM

Orioles Fall

Arabs Introduce New Olympic Event—Murder
Brahaney Has One Goal—To Win Them All

InOtherWords...

Tom Brahney

Baseball

Standings

Detroit Wins...Jensen Doesn't Know Yet

Detroit Wins, Nabs 1st Place

Murray and Offense

Jensen Doesn't Know Yet

Pokes Work Behind Doors

News Club News

UPI Picks Nebraska

Closing Prices Listed On The New York Stock Exchange

Firestone WIDE TRUCK TIRE SALE

Market Summaries

3999

INCREASED

Insurance, Bank, And Trust
Patrol Gives Holiday Toll

TULSA — Troopers collected more than $1.6 million during the recent Labor Day holiday and played nearly 25 percent of their overall tolls. The report stated that about 1.64 million dollars were collected during the period.

Weather Slackens Thunderbird Use

NORMAN — Thunderbird pilots have reduced their use of the Norman-Like Thunderbird airport. The reduction in flights is due to an increase in thunderstorms. Pilots have been flying fewer flights due to the possibility of thunderstorms.

To introduce Braniff's new service to Mexico...

The service will begin on September 15.

Turner Officials Held In Contempt

Two officials of a national computer company, Computer Corporation of America, were cited for contempt of court on Tuesday, March 26. The two officials were cited for failing to comply with a court order.

Tenants Visit HUD Office

About 40 tenants of the Oklahoma City Housing Authority visited the offices of the Department of Housing and Urban Development in Washington, D.C., to protest alleged harassment and discrimination.

MEN OF THE WORLD

Assert Yourself!

Tell the woman in your life that both you and she will be at Wall's Sunday, 12:30 to 6:00 to pick out the suit of the century.

Great connections with our Mexico non-stops.

Oklahoma City to Mexico City (effective September 15)

Leaves 3:30 a.m. at Wall's

Leaves 8:30 a.m. at Wall's

Leaves 3:30 a.m. at Wall's

Leaves 8:30 a.m. at Wall's

Leaves 3:30 a.m. at Wall's

Leaves 8:30 a.m. at Wall's

Leaves 3:30 a.m. at Wall's

Leaves 8:30 a.m. at Wall's

You'll like flying Braniff Style